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The CBS Fabric Ply Rubber Belt
Reinforcing
Fabric Used

Manufactured in our world-class factory, CBS Fabric Ply Rubber Conveyor Belts are renowned for their

Polyester/Nylon (EP or PN)

range of other industrial applications.

durability and strength. They are highly suited to carrying sharp or abrasive materials, but also have a wide

Standard Weave
PN150 - PN630

CBS Fabric Ply Rubber Conveyor Belts are available in a variety of sizes and cover rubber grade options,
ensuring that whatever your requirements - from lightweight through to heavy duty - we are able to meet

Crows Foot Weave (CFW)
PN350 - PN850

your needs.

Super high tear strength
Double Weave
PN450 - PN630

About Us
With over 50 years experience in the industry, Complete Belting Solutions Pty Ltd
is an Australian owned company that specialises in the expert service, creation
and supply of conveyor products that meet the highest industry standards. Our
commitment to quality and customer satisfaction sets us apart from our competitors.
Our CBS conveyor belt range is synonymous with quality and innovation. We
manufacture every product 100% in-house so that we have total control over all
aspects of the design and creation process. This ensures that each CBS conveyor
belt is nothing short of the best. Every conveyor belt in our range is constructed
using the finest quality materials and designed to remain stronger for longer. Our
products are also carefully tested to ensure their durability and longevity.
You will appreciate our focus on quality, ingenuity and craftsmanship as you achieve
the best life and reliability out of all of our products.

Fastener holding and high
impact resistant
Nylon/Nylon (NN)
NN140 - NN500

CBS Fabric Ply Rubber Conveyor
Belts can be manufactured to suit any
grade requirements

Fabric resistant to acid
Cotton/Cotton (CC)
CC65 - CC80

The CBS conveyor belt factory has been certified to meet
the ISO 9001: 2008 quality standard.
All CBS Fabric Ply Rubber Conveyor Belts are
manufactured to meet AS 1332-2000.

Polyester/Polyester (PP)
PP150 - PP400

Quality Assurance

Examples of grades available:
Grade Properties
KSOR		Fire resistant with some oil
resistance
M 			All purpose heavy
Quarry King™ impact resistance with abrasion
			
resistance
XCG and A	
Cut and gouge resistant, high
level abrasion resistant
N			
All purpose impact resistance
with abrasion resistance
OR 		

Oil resistant

MOR		
SawCycle™

More oil resistant

HTN 		

Oil and heat resistant

CRHR		

Medium to high heat resistant

EPT 		

Very high heat resistant

